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Abstract: In this paper, we present an approach for the minimum-energy trajectory planning in
industrial robotic systems. The method is based on the dynamic and electro-mechanical modeling
of one-degree-of-freedom systems and the derivation of the energy formulation for standard
point-to-point trajectories, as, for instance, trapezoidal and cycloidal speed profiles. The proposed
approach is experimentally validated on two robotic systems, namely a linear axis of a Cartesian
manipulator built in the 1990’s, and a test bench composed of two servomotors directly connected
or coupled by means of a planetary gear. During the tests, the electrical power expended by the
systems is measured and integrated over time to compute the energy consumption for each trajectory.
Despite the limitations of the energy measurement systems, the results reveal a trend in agreement
with the theoretical calculations, showing the possibility of applying the method for enhancing the
performance of industrial robotic systems in terms of energy consumption in point-to-point motions.

Keywords: robotics; trajectory planning; dynamic modeling; energy efficiency; point-to-point motion

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the reduction of energy consumption is recognized to be one of the main goals in
industrial and manufacturing sectors for both economical and environmental reasons [1]. In this
context, several energy-saving methods have been developed over the years, showing their potential
application to robotic and mechatronic systems [2]. The reduction of actuator effort can be achieved
in different ways, ranging from the reducing the weight and inertia of the mechanical system [3],
to the introduction of regenerative drives [4,5], and the optimal robot positioning with respect to the
required task [6]. Another approach for energy reduction relies on the adoption of elastic elements
that work in parallel to the main actuators and allows the system to perform a continuous conversion
between potential and kinetic energy, following the concept of natural motion [7–9]. A further strategy
for energy minimization in industrial robots is the optimal planning of trajectories in order to reduce
the energy or torque expenditure of the motors [10,11].

The motion planning approach for energy efficiency has the advantage that no physical
components have to be substituted or introduced in the mechanical system for the implementation
of the method. In this framework, the optimal trajectory planning can be considered to be one of
the main software-based approaches for energy efficiency [2]. Examples of motion planning for
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energy reduction include [12], which presents the minimum-energy B-splines trajectory optimization
for multi-axis manipulators using electrical energy sharing. In [13], a energy-saving method for
industrial machines is presented using simple motion trajectories, such as trapezoidal and S-curve
velocity profiles. The method only considers the acceleration time to improve energy efficiency of a
gantry crane system. Furthermore, in [14], a point-to-point trajectory based on a S-curve is designed
in order to reduce energy consumption of a robotic linear axis, yet, only numerical results have
been presented. In [15], an analytical model for minimum-energy planning in rest-to-rest motion is
presented. The method is suitable for constant inertia systems and allows one to select the optimal
motion law and duration.

Another recent example of motion planning for energy reduction is given by [16], where optimal
point-to-point motions using trapezoidal speed profiles are analytically studied in order to enhance
energetic performance. In [17], the problem of energy efficiency is addressed in closed form using
piece-wise polynomial multi-point trajectories, whereas, in [18], the problem of energy optimization in
functional redundant robots is addressed. These methods have not been experimentally validated yet.

In this paper, an analytical model and experimental results on minimum-energy trajectory
planning in industrial robotic systems are presented. The method is based on the dynamic and
electro-mechanical modeling of one-degree-of-freedom systems and the derivation of the energy
formulation for standard point-to-point trajectories, as for instance trapezoidal and cycloidal speed
profiles. The proposed approach is experimentally validated on two robotic systems, namely a linear
axis of a Cartesian manipulator built in the 1990’s, and a test bench composed of two servomotors
directly connected or coupled by means of a planetary gear. During the tests, the electrical power
expended by the systems is measured and integrated over time to compute the energy consumption
for each trajectory. Despite the limitations of the energy measurement systems, the results reveal a
trend that is in agreement with the theoretical calculations, showing the possibility of applying the
method for enhancing the performance of industrial robotic systems in terms of energy consumption
in point-to-point motions.

This paper is an extended version of a preliminary work presented at the 29th International
Conference on Robotics in Alpe-Adria-Danube Region (RAAD 2020) [19]. With respect to [19],
additional experimental results are presented here, i.e., by applying the proposed method to a test
bench composed of two servomotors available at Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy. The rest of
the paper is organized, as follows: Section 2 describes the dynamic and electro-mechanical modeling of
the one-degree-of-freedom robotic systems, Section 3 reports the minimum-energy trajectory planning,
whereas the experimental results are presented in Section 4. In particular, the tests performed on a
linear axis of a Cartesian manipulator are shown in Section 4.1, whereas the results on a 1-DOF system
with two coupled servomotors are given in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Dynamic and Electro-Mechanical Modeling

In this section, the dynamic and electro-mechanical model of a generic 1-DOF mechatronic
system with a constant inertia is described. Figure 1 shows the model. In particular, a brushless
AC servo-motor is coupled with the load by using a toothed belt and a geared transmission with
reduction ratio equal to Kr. The equivalent DC motor model is used to describe the AC servo-motor.
The dynamic model of the system takes into account the motor inertia jm, the mass of the load m,
and the Coulomb and viscous friction coefficients, f s and fv (Table 1). The torque τ(t) required for the
motion of the linear axis, described by the joint variable q(t), is given by:

τ(t) = (jm/Kr + mKr) q̈(t) + fvKr q̇(t) + mgKr + fsKr (1)
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The instantaneous current i(t) and voltage e(t) in the motor phase are:

i(t) = τ(t)/Kt = b1 + b2 q̇(t) + b3 q̈(t)

e(t) = R i(t) + Ke/Kr q̇(t) = b4 + b5 q̇(t) + b6 q̈(t)
(2)

where Kt and Ke are the motor torque and back-emf constants, and the bi are:

b1 = (mg + fs)Kr/Kt

b4 = R b1

b2 = fvKr/Kt

b5 = R b2 + Ke/Kr

b3 = (Jm/Kr + mKr)/Kt

b6 = R b3
(3)

The motor input energy E that is required to perform a motion in the time period T is obtained by
computing the integral of the electric power P(t) over time:

E =
∫ T

0
P(t) dt =

∫ T

0
e(t) i(t) dt (4)

q(t)mg

m

jm

fs
fv

KrKt

M

R

back-emf

Ke

e(t)
i(t)

Figure 1. Model of a generic 1-DOF system with constant inertia (i.e., linear axis of a Cartesian robot).

Table 1. Dynamic parameters of the linear axis of the Cartesian robot.

Parameter Symbol Value Parameter Symbol Value

Servo-motor inertia jm 1.17 · 10−2 kg · m2 Torque constant Kt 1.15 Nm/A
Load mass m 95 kg Back-emf constant Ke 0.726 V · s/rad
Reduction ratio Kr 0.250/(6 · 2π) Winding resistance R 3.65 Ω
Viscous friction coeff. fv 0.161 Nm · s/rad Max. motor speed q̇max 3000 rpm
Coulomb friction coeff. fs 305.5 Nm Max. motor torque τmax 11.4 Nm

3. Minimum-Energy Trajectory Planning

Following the approaches that are presented in [13,14,16], it is possible to derive a formulation
for the energy consumption related to the parameters that describe the given trajectory. In this work,
we consider the trapezoidal and cycloidal profiles [20], which are characterized by four parameters:
acceleration time t1, constant velocity time t2, deceleration time t3, and total length of the path L.

The trapezoidal trajectory can be defined by the following formulations for position q, velocity q̇,
and acceleration q̈. In the following, ta and tb represent the time at the end of the acceleration phase
and at the beginning of the deceleration, respectively. a1 and a2 are the acceleration and deceleration
values, being defined by imposing the total length of the path L and maximum velocity v0 [16].
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q(t) =


1
2 a1t2 t ∈ [0, ta]

1
2 a1t2

a + a1ta(t− ta) t ∈ (ta, tb]
1
2 a1t2

a + a1ta(tb − ta) + a1tat + a2tbt− 1
2 a2t2 t ∈ (tb, T]

q̇(t) =


a1t t ∈ [0, ta]

a1ta t ∈ (ta, tb]

a1ta − a2(t− tb) t ∈ (tb, T]

q̈(t) =


a1 t ∈ [0, ta]

0 t ∈ (ta, tb]

−a2 t ∈ (tb, T]

(5)

The cycloidal trajectory is characterized by two S-speed profiles separated by a middle
constant-speed phase, and it ensures continuous accelerations and smooth jerk profile [14].
Its formulation is given by:

q(t) =


v0
2 (t−

sin(ω1t)
ω1

) t ∈ [0, ta]

v0(t− t1
2 ) t ∈ (ta, tb]

v0(T − t1
2 − t3) +

v0
2 (t
′ + sin(ω3t′)

ω3
) t ∈ (tb, T]

q̇(t) =


v0
2 (1− cos(ω1t)) t ∈ [0, ta]

v0 t ∈ (ta, tb]
v0
2 (1 + cos(ω3t′)) t ∈ (tb, T]

q̈(t) =


v0
2 ω1 sin(ω1t) t ∈ [0, ta]

0 t ∈ (ta, tb]

− v0
2 ω3 sin(ω3t′) t ∈ (tb, T]

(6)

where ω1 = π/t1, ω3 = π/t3, and t′ = t− T + t3. The constant v0 is derived by imposing the total
length of the path, resulting in v0 = 2L/(2T − t1 − t3).

By considering the trapezoidal profile and substituting the equations of motion in
Equations (2) and (5) into Equation (4), the generic energy formulation for the mechanical system
under study in the generic case with t1 6= t3, is obtained [16]:

ET = c4T + c3L + c2
4L2(T − 2

3 t1 − 2
3 t3)

(2T − t1 − t3)2 + c1
4L2(t1 + t3)

(2T − t1 − t3)2t1t3
(7)

The same approach can be applied to the cycloidal speed profile by including the terms of the motion
law of Equation (6) in the expression of energy of Equation (4). The following formulation for the
energy consumption is obtained, as in [14]:

EC =

[
1
2

c1π2

t1
+ c1π2

t3
+ 4c2(T − t1 − t3) +

3
2 c2t1 +

3
2 c2t3

]
L2

(2T − t1 − t3)2 + c3L + c4T (8)

In Equations (7) and (8), the ci assume the following values: c1 = b3b6, c2 = b2b5, c3 = b1b5 + b2b4,
and c4 = b1b4. When considering a fixed path length, the energy formulations of ET and EC only
depend on three parameters: the acceleration and deceleration times t1 and t3, and the total time T.
These parameters are chosen as optimization variables to minimize the energy consumption of the
system. In this work, equal acceleration and deceleration times are considered, i.e., t1 = t3, since this is
demonstrated to be the optimal solution for both the trapezoidal [16] and the cycloidal trajectory [14].

Two cases are taken into account in the optimization problem: energy minimization with total
time T free, and t1 = t3 fixed (named Test T ), and energy minimization with t1 = t3 free, and total time
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T fixed (named Test t1). The minimum of energy consumption is found in closed-form by deriving
Equations (7) and (8) with respect to the free parameters (i.e., t1 = t3 and T) and then equaling zero:

dET
dT

= c4 +
L2 c2

(T − t1)
2 −

4 L2 c1

t1 (T − t1)
3 −

2 L2 c2

(
T − 4 t1

3

)
(T − t1)

3 = 0

dET
dt1

= −
2 L2 (2 c2 t1

3 − T c2 t1
2 − 9 c1 t1 + 3 T c1

)
3 t1

2 (T − t1)
3 = 0 (9)

dEC
dT

= c4 +
L2 c2

(T − t1)
2 −

L2 (3 c1 π2 − 10 c2 t1
2 + 8 T c2 t1

)
4 t1 (T − t1)

3 = 0

dEC
dt1

= −
L2 (−9 c1 π2 t1 + 3 T c1 π2 + 10 c2 t1

3 − 6 T c2 t1
2)

8 t1
2 (T − t1)

3 = 0 (10)

4. Experimental Results

To validate the proposed method, experimental tests are conducted on two 1-DOF mechatronic
systems with constant inertia: a linear axis of a Cartesian robot and a system composed of two
servomotors directly connected or coupled by means of a planetary gear. During the tests, the systems
perform different point-to-point trajectories, and the electrical power is measured and integrated over
time to compute the energy consumption for each trajectory. The results are then compared with the
predictions of the theoretical model.

4.1. Linear Axis of a Cartesian Manipulator

The Cartesian manipulator used in the experimental tests is a 3-DOF robot built in the 1990’s and
it is available in the Robotics and Mechatronics Lab at University of Udine, Italy [21,22]. The robot, as
shown in Figure 2a, is actuated by three brush-less AC servo-motors Siemens 1FK6, and is equipped
with a Siemens Simodrive 611 industrial drive unit. This PLC board performs torque and speed control,
whereas the position loop is closed on an external NI PXI-8110 embedded controller (Figure 2b).
This real-time module is equipped with a NI PCI-6221 and a NI PCI-6259: the first multi-functional
board is used to acquire signals from the resolvers, whereas the second one is adopted to generate the
analog signals (i.e., voltage command) needed to drive the motors. The NI PCI-6259 is also employed
for the acquisition of the signals of current and voltage adsorbed by the servo-motor. These signals
are sent by the driver as a parameterized ±10 V analog signals and filtered by means of a physical
RC low-pass filter at 200 Hz. The measure of current and voltage is challenging without a proper
power measurement system, since the parameterized signals from the driver are noisy and limited
in resolution.

The position control loop and the data acquisition are based on a custom NI LabVIEW real-time
software, which runs on the NI-PXI at a frequency of 1 kHz. The robot is operated by feeding a text
file that contains a sequence of position values, planned in Matlab™. The control architecture is based
on three nested loops: the outer position loop is based on a PID control scheme, whereas the internal
velocity and current loops are based on two different PI, as provided by the Siemens Simodrive control
unit. The tuning of the controller, especially for the position loop, is fundamental in obtaining a good
compromise between induced vibration and trajectory tracking, also considering the friction and
stick-slip phenomena of the axis. Anyhow, this latter is not a requirement for the effectiveness of the
presented method, which is based on the optimization of trajectories that are tested on the same system
with the same gains.
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Figure 2. (a) The Cartesian robot available at the Robotics and Mechatronics Lab, University of Udine,
Italy; and, (b) schematics of the control and data acquisition system for one axis of the robot.

Figures 3 and 4 report the theoretical and experimental results obtained with the trapezoidal and
cycloidal trajectories, respectively. For each test, 10 round trips are performed by the manipulator.
Dashed lines represent the theoretical curves, whereas shaded areas illustrate mean and standard
deviation of the experimental data. Each cross represents the mean value of the 10 complete round
trips of the main linear axis of the Cartesian robot through a path of length L = 0.250 m. Figures 3a
and 4a are related to the case of energy minimization with total time T free, which ranges from 0.7 to
2.0 s, and t1 = t3 = T/3 fixed, whereas Figures 3b and 4b consider the case of energy minimization
with t1 = t3 free, ranging from 0.25 to 0.50 s, and total time T = 1.00 s fixed. The theoretical and
experimental minimum-energy solutions for the two different trajectories are reported in Table 2. In the
table, the values of consumed energy are calculated as the mean over the 10 tests.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Results on the Cartesian robot using the trapezoidal trajectory: (a) Test T, (b) Test t1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Results on the Cartesian robot using the cycloidal trajectory: (a) Test T, (b) Test t1.

Table 2. Theoretical and experimental minimum-energy solutions.

Trajectory Test Theoretical Experimental

Trapezoidal T T = 1.37 s E = 137.9 J T = 1.40 s E = 139.0 J
t1 t1/T = 0.333 E = 145.9 J t1/T = 0.350 E = 147.0 J

Cycloidal T T = 1.45 s E = 140.1 J T = 1.40 s E = 137.1 J
t1 t1/T = 0.333 E = 152.2 J t1/T = 0.300 E = 152.5 J

By considering the trapezoidal trajectory, the minimum-energy solution for Test T is located at
T = 1.37 s (1.40 s exp.) and corresponds to a energy consumption of E = 137.9 J (139.0 J exp.), whereas,
for Test t1, the minimum is at t1/T = 0.333 (0.350 exp.) and corresponds to E = 145.9 J (147.0 J exp.).
For the cycloidal trajectory the minimum for Test T is found for T = 1.45 s (1.40 s exp.) and E = 140.1 J
(137.1 J exp.), whereas for Test t1 the minimum solution is found for t1/T = 0.333 (0.300 exp.) and
E = 152.2 J (152.5 J exp.). A good agreement between theoretical and experimental results is found,
as it can be seen from the graphs and from the minimum values. As an example, in Test T, if the
optimal trajectory is considered, the percentage of energy consumption reduction results equal to 27.5%
and 33.6% for the trapezoidal and cycloidal trajectories, respectively, with respect to the worst case in
which T = 0.7 s. A lower decrement is achieved in Test t1. For instance, moving from t1/T = 0.45 to
the optimal value t1/T ' 1/3, a reduction of 4.7% and 3.5% is obtained in the case of trapezoidal and
cycloidal motion primitive, respectively.

The experimental data in Test T show the typical convex trend of energy versus the motion
time period T: for small values of T, high acceleration and speed lead to high torque requirements.
Therefore, the energy dissipation in motor winding resistance and in viscous friction is increased.
On the other hand, for higher values of T, the actuator has to counteract the constant friction terms
for longer time, resulting in an increase of the Joule effect dissipation. In case Test t1, the acceleration
and deceleration times t1 and t3 influence the energy consumption due to the higher acceleration in
the left part of the plots (i.e., Joule effect dissipation), and higher speeds in the right part (i.e., viscous
friction dissipation).

4.2. 1-DOF System with Two Coupled Servomotors

Further experimental tests are conducted on a 1-DOF system composed of two coupled
servomotors Bonfiglioli BMD 170 34, available at the Mechanical Lab of the Free University of
Bozen-Bolzano, Italy. One motor is the active motor, whereas the second motor acts as a load, applying a
constant resistant torque to the shaft. Two different cases for the coupling of the motors are considered:
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• Case (1): direct coupling (Figure 5a);
• Case (2): coupling with the interposition of a Bonfiglioli TQ 070 planetary gear (Figure 5b).

It can be demonstrated that the model derived in Section 2 is still valid. The total length L of the path
has only to be substituted with the angular displacement U in the energy equation and in the optimal
solution that ensures a minimum-energy consumption.

When considering the electrical aspects of the system, the two permanent magnet synchronous
motors are driven by the respective Bonfiglioli ACU410 servo drives, as shown in Figure 5d. Both of
them are powered by the three-phase network, but they also share their DC bus. In this way, the power
generated by the brake is recovered and directly used by the motor. Thus, ideally, only the energy to
counteract the friction is supplied by the network.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Test-bench of the 1-DOF system available at the Mechanical Lab, Free University of
Bozen-Bolzano, Italy: (a) direct coupling of Case (1); (b) coupling of Case (2) with interposition
of a planetary gear; (c) HBM GEN3i power meter system; and, (d) schematics of the control and data
acquisition system.

In Table 3, the values of the model parameters are reported for the 1-DOF system in both of the
coupling cases. In this regard, all of the parameters are determined from the data-sheets with the
exception of the friction terms fs and fv. Indeed, for the friction coefficients, no data are available
and they are identified through preliminary experiments. The systems are operated with the brake
deactivated, using several trajectories with different values of speed and acceleration in order to
excite the system in different working points. The friction terms are then optimized in order to
obtain a matching between the consumed electrical energy Ee obtained in the experimental and
numerical results.
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Table 3. Dynamic parameters of the 1-DOF system with two coupled servomotors.

Parameter Symbol Case (1) Case (2)

Load side inertia jl 0 35 · 10−4 kg· m2

Transmission ratio τ 1 1/3 -
Viscous friction coeff. fv 0.005637 0.05851 Ns/m
Coulomb friction coeff. fs 0.8961 2.577 Nm
Torque constant Kt 1.46 Nm/A
Back-emf constant Ke 1.46 V s/rad
Winding resistance R 0.26/2 Ω
Load torque Tl 10 Nm
Angular displacement (load side) U 100π rad

For what concerns the trajectory generation, the two Bonfiglioli servo drives can only adopt
trapezoidal speed profiles. Because the drive has only a built-in velocity controller, the implementation
of the desired profile, which covers the angular displacement U in period T with acceleration and
deceleration times equal to t1 and t3, respectively, requires some expedients. In particular, the
acceleration a1, the deceleration values a2, and the maximum travel speed v0 = a1 ta are set. Moreover,
a drive built-in timer starts the braking phase after a time T − t3 from the beginning. In the brake
motor drive, instead, the reference speed of the velocity control is set to zero, while a torque limit is
imposed. Thus, the motor shaft starts turning only if an external torque overcome the limit set point.
All of these parameters are set through a serial communication channel and a Python script, in order
to automatize the process.

Two different tests are considered, named Test T and Test t1. In Test T, the same values for
acceleration and deceleration times are considered and set equal to t1 = t3 = T/3, while different
values for the time period T are tested (Figure 6a). In particular, T ranges from 0 to 16 s with an interval
of 0.5 s with T < 5 and 2 s in the other cases. In Test t1, a fixed period time T = 3 s is considered, while
the value of t1 = t3 is varied from 0.3 to 1.5 s with an interval of 0.15 s (Figure 6b).

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

(a)

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

(b)

Figure 6. Examples of trajectory profiles considered in (a) Test T, and (b) Test t1. The speed profiles are
directly measured by the servo-motors.

A power meter is connected between the servo output and the motor in order to measure the
energy consumed and generated (i.e., during the braking phase) by the motor. It consists of a HBM
GEN3i data acquisition system (Figure 5c) that is used to measure the motor phase voltages EU , EV
and EW and the phase currents IU , IV and IW , as shown in Figure 5d, with a sampling rate of 200 kS/s.
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The energy consumption is calculated by integrating the power Pc over the time, where:

Pc =

{
Pe if Pe > 0

0 if Pe ≤ 0
(11)

and the electrical power Pe is calculated as the sum of each phase voltage multiplied by the
correspondent phase current.

In Table 4, the results for Test T (i.e., optimization of T, with equal and fixed acceleration and
deceleration times), and for Test t1 (i.e., optimization of t1 = t3, with fixed cycle time T) are reported.
In Figures 7 and 8, the results of the experimental tests are compared with the numerical ones for both
the system configurations. As in the previous graphs, dashed lines represent the theoretical curves,
whereas shaded areas illustrate mean and standard deviation of the experimental data. For each test,
five round trips are run on the 1-DOF system. When considering Test T for Case (1) (Figure 7a), it can
be seen that the energy function has a convex trend and presents a minimum of energy consumption
for T ' 8 s. On the contrary, this behavior is only partially visible in Case (2) (Figure 8a), since the
range of T for the experimental tests has been limited to lower values due to the computation efforts
that are required in the post-processing. In this case, the minimum of energy consumption is expected
to be found for values of T that are greater than 16 s (i.e., 23.3 s, as reported in Table 4). The maximum
energy consumption reduction that can be obtained in Case (1) results in being equal to 3.1%, if the
worst scenario (i.e., T = 2 s) is compared with the optimal one (i.e., T = 8.25 s). In Case (2) this
percentage assumes the value of 18.9%, if the worst scenario (i.e., T = 2 s) is compared with the optimal
value, assumed as T = 16 s. It can be noted that in Case (1) the percentage value is lower, since the
constant torque is higher and more relevant with respect to the inertial terms.

Table 4. Theoretical minimum-energy solutions.

Test Case (1) Case (2)

T T = 8.25 s E = 3850 J T = 23.3 s E = 1448 J
t1 t1/T = 0.039 E = 3932 J t1/T = 0.300 E = 152.5 J

In Figures 7b and 8b, the results of Test t1 are reported. Experimental and numerical data do not
overlap perfectly as in the previous case. This can be explained by considering that the energy variation
with t1 = t3 is limited and in the order of 1% within the considered range of t1. Thus, its measure is
more challenging considering the adopted measurement devices. Anyway, the optimization of t1 has a
lower effect on the energy consumption in the considered experimental case. Indeed, it has practically
no effect if the inertial terms of the system are negligible with respect to the constant terms (i.e., gravity
and friction terms), as in the considered system. On the other hand, the optimization of t1 is more
effective in systems where the inertia value plays an important role.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Experimental results on the 1-DOF system with coupling of Case (1): (a) Test T, (b) Test t1.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Experimental results on the 1-DOF system with the coupling of Case (2): (a) Test T, (b) Test t1.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an analytical model and experimental results on minimum-energy trajectory
planning in industrial robotic systems has been presented. The method is based on the dynamic
and electro-mechanical modeling of one-degree-of-freedom systems and the derivation of the energy
formulation for standard point-to-point trajectories, as, for instance, trapezoidal and cycloidal speed
profiles. The proposed approach has been experimentally validated on two robotic systems, namely a
linear axis of a Cartesian manipulator built in the 1990’s, and a test bench that was composed of two
servomotors directly connected or coupled together by means of a planetary gear. During the tests,
the electrical power expended by the systems is measured and integrated over time to compute the
energy consumption for each trajectory. Despite the limitations of the energy measurement systems,
the results revealed a trend in good agreement with the theoretical calculations, showing the possibility
of applying the method for enhancing the performance of industrial robotic systems in terms of energy
consumption in point-to-point motions. The proposed approach is based on a closed-form analytical
formulation, which requires low implementation effort and computational resources. Moreover, this
method can also be easily implemented in existing systems without the need of introducing additional
hardware elements, as in [4,8]. Therefore, the method only acts on the trajectory planning aspects.

Future developments of this work will include the extension and validation of the proposed
approach on more complex robotic systems. Furthermore, we plan to test further trajectories and
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motion profiles, such as polynomial and trigonometrical [20], in order to evaluate their performance
in point-to-point motions.
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